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In a short story derived from the highly praised national bestselling Karen Vail series of thrillers, Fatal Twist gives the
reader a taste of the dynamic FBI profiler, who has been called “my kind of hero” by Michael Connelly, “a hell of a lady:
tough, smart, funny, and very believable” by Nelson DeMille, and “compelling” by James Patterson The Park Rapist has
murdered his first victim—and FBI profiler Karen Vail is on the case. As Vail races through the streets of Washington, DC,
to chase down a promising lead that may help her catch the killer, a military-trained sniper takes aim at his target, a
wealthy businessman’s son. But what brings these two unrelated offenders together is something the nation’s capital
has never before experienced. Alan Jacobson received several years of personalized training from two senior FBI
profilers at the behavioral analysis unit in Quantico. Fatal Twist, like Jacobson’s Karen Vail novels The 7th Victim, Crush,
Velocity, and Inmate 1577, brings real characters to the page—and in the process takes readers on a thrilling ride that
culminates in an ending that leaves them satisfied . . . and wanting more.
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The Dead Eyes Killer lurks in the backyard of the famed FBI profiling unit. His brutal murders, unlike any others
previously seen, confound the local task force, despite the gifted profiling skills of Special Agent Karen Vail. But along
with Vail's insight and expertise comes considerable personal and professional baggage. On leave pending a review of
her assault on her abusive ex-husband, Vail must battle forces determined to bring her down, as she fights to find Dead
Eyes before he murders more young women. But the seventh victim is the key to all that stirs this killer . . . the key that
will unlock secrets perhaps too painful for Vail to bear. These are secrets that threaten to destroy her, secrets that will
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bring down her storied and promising career. For Karen Vail, the truth rests at the heart of a lie. And uncovering it could
get her killed . . . With material meticulously researched during seven years of study with the Bureau's vaunted profiling
unit, Alan Jacobson brings refreshing realism and unprecedented accuracy to his pages, as he takes readers behind the
scenes of the FBI Academy, where he worked with the actual profilers who have studied and interviewed twenty years'
worth of serial killers.
Chinese edition of "Lilly's Purple Plastic Purse." Lilly was not allowed to show off her new purse, so she wrote a bad note
to her teacher!- 27 pages, Chinese phonics, HC
The 7th VictimOpen Road Media
The FBI profiler teams up with Scotland Yard in this “outstanding thriller” by the USA Today–bestselling author of The
7th Victim (Library Journal, starred review). When a potent firebomb destroys part of an art gallery in an exclusive
London district, FBI profiler Karen Vail is dispatched to England to work with Scotland Yard on drafting a threat
assessment to head off future attacks. But Vail soon discovers that at the heart of the bombing lies a four-hundred-fortyyear-old manuscript that holds clues to England’s past—with dramatic political and social implications. The manuscript’s
content is so explosive that a group of political radicals is bent on destroying it at all costs. Or is it the work of someone
else? The trail leads Vail to a notorious fugitive who has escaped law enforcement for decades, and who appears to be
planning a major attack on London and the United States. When Hector DeSantos, banished from the US Department of
Defense and now a rogue covert operative, turns up in England and takes actions that threaten Vail’s life, she finds
herself on the run from the British security service, Scotland Yard, and a group of internationally trained assassins—all
determined to silence her . . . all tightening the net to ensure that she’s got no way out. With his trademark spirited
dialogue, page-turning scenes, and well-drawn characters, national bestselling author Alan Jacobson (“My kind of
writer,” says Michael Connelly) has once again crafted an intelligent, twisting thriller destined to be talked about long
after the last page has been turned.
A riotous adventure that encapsulates brilliantly every child's wildest fantasy - a door in their own bedroom ... that leads
to the zoo!
?????????,??????????,??????????????????,????,??????,???????????????——???????,?????????......
"After getting a note demanding his presence, Federal Agent Aaron Falk arrives in his hometown for the first time in
decades to attend the funeral of his best friend Luke. Twenty years ago when Falk was accused of murder, Luke was his
alibi. Falk and his father fled under a cloud of suspicion, saved from prosecution only because of Luke's steadfast claim
that the boys had been together at the time of the crime. But now more than one person knows they didn't tell the truth
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back then, and Luke is dead"--Amazon.com.
Karen Vail, the memorable heroine of The 7th Victim and Crush, stars in her third suspense thriller from Alan Jacobson....
????:???,??????????????,??????????????????.???????????????,???????,?????????.???,???????????,????????,??????
??????????.???????????,????????.
Simplified Chinese edition of Lenny the Lobster Can't Stay for Dinner ... or can he? You decide!
"In this bilingual book in English and Mandarin, as Mia, her uncle, and a hungry kitten make their way through Chinatown to the Big Wok
restaurant, they count one panda, two lions, and other images of Chinese culture"-Let us not pray to avoid danger, but pray to be fearless in the face of danger. Tagor Malala has liked reading and studying since she was a
child, but after the religious extremist Taliban came to power, they used radio to warn every day, Girls are not allowed to go to school. Malala
was not afraid. She bravely said: I have an Education Right." Taliban fighters jumped onto the school bus where Malala was riding and shot
at her. The bullet passed through her head, neck, and shoulders. She was taken to a hospital in the UK, where many doctors worked hard to
give her first aid.
This thriller duology featuring FBI profiler Karen Vail “sizzles with nonstop action” (Publishers Weekly). In FBI profiler Karen Vail’s second
adventure after the standout bestseller The 7th Victim, Vail finds herself in the Napa Valley, where a serial killer has been crushing his
victims’ windpipes and leaving their bodies in caves and vineyards. But when the Crush Killer learns that an FBI profiler has joined the Major
Crimes Task Force, the newfound attention emboldens him, and he engages Vail in a deadly game of cat and mouse. Although a sudden
break in the case helps her zero in on the identity of the killer, she senses that something isn’t right. Will she figure it out before it’s too late?
In a rousing climax that has left readers breathless (and that Publishers Weekly termed “a shockeroo”), Vail must pick up the pieces—and the
carnage left behind by the Crush Killer. Velocity begins the moment Crush ends, with Vail having lost something dear to her and possessing a
single-minded fixation on finding who was responsible—and making them pay. As the task force, reeling from their loss, attempts to regroup,
Vail discovers that they had made vital mistakes on the Crush Killer case—errors that have had dire consequences. After being ordered to
return to Washington, Vail enlists the services of a covert “black” government operative, Hector DeSantos, to assist her in tracking down
those behind the evil she and her task force have been grappling with. But what Vail and DeSantos learn places her in the crosshairs of
criminals more dangerous than any she has ever faced. And along the way, startling revelations emerge that will forever change Karen
Vail—as well as those close to her. Researched meticulously with over three dozen experts in multiple disciplines and with government access
that required clearance from a congressional subcommittee, Crush and Velocity take you behind closed doors into a world most people do
not know exists. Both Crush and Velocity were optioned by Hollywood, and Velocity was named one of the “Top 5 Best Books of the Year”
by Library Journal.
From the USA Today–bestselling author of The 7th Victim, books 4 and 5 in the FBI thriller series featuring “one of thrillerdom’s feistiest
heroines” (Joseph Finder, New York Times–bestselling author of The Switch). The survivor of abusive marriage, Special Agent Karen Vail
has become hard and uncompromising in her work as the FBI’s lead profiler. Follow her now as she trails brutal killers across the country
and then across the pond . . . Inmate 1577: When an elderly woman is found raped and murdered in San Francisco, Vail heads west to team
up with SFPD inspector Lance Burden and her former task force colleague Det. Roxxann Dixon. As they chase the killer around the city, his
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rampage continues, leaving behind clues that lead them to Alcatraz Island, whose long-buried, decades-old secrets hold the key to their case
. . . “A powerful thriller, brilliantly conceived and written.” —Clive Cussler, New York Times–bestselling author of Havana Storm No Way Out:
After a massive bombing in London, Karen Vail is dispatched to England to work with the Scotland Yard on drafting a threat assessment to
head off future attacks. Only, their work uncovers a trail leading to a centuries-old manuscript, the radicals bent on destroying it, and a rogue
covert operative with explosive plans. Soon both assassins and British authorities are chasing the beleaguered FBI agent in a race for her
life, and there’s no telling who will come out on top . . . “Jacobson knows how to throw in plot twists that are shocking but logical.” —Library
Journal Praise for Alan Jacobson “Karen Vail is as compelling a character as any created by Patricia Cornwell, or yours truly.” —James
Patterson, New York Times–bestselling author
FBI profiler Karen Vail is on the hunt for an escaped serial killer in the latest jaw-dropping thriller from USA Today–bestselling author Alan
Jacobson. Jasmine Marcks was a teenager when she discovered her father was a killer. First, there was the strip of bloody duct tape; then,
the bloodstain on his shirt; and finally, the long nights away from home that always coincided with gruesome deaths. Roscoe Lee Marcks
killed fourteen people before he was finally put behind bars. But as renowned FBI agent Karen Vail soon learns, Marcks’s reign of terror isn’t
over yet. After writing a book about growing up as the child of a serial killer, Jasmine receives a letter—a single sheet of paper mailed from the
maximum-security prison Marcks now calls home. The page hides a threatening message from a father who wants vengeance against the
daughter who turned him in to the police. So when Marcks breaks out of prison, Agent Vail calls on a legendary retired profiler to help her find
the escaped convict—and keep him from making Jasmine his fifteenth victim. Alan Jacobson created Karen Vail—one of the most compelling
heroes in suspense fiction, earning acclaim from James Patterson, Nelson DeMille, and Michael Connelly—after seven years of working with
two senior profilers at the Federal Bureau of Investigation’s legendary Behavioral Analysis Unit. Over the years, Vail has tangled with the
worst serial killers America has to offer. But none compares to Roscoe Lee Marcks.
????????????????????????????????? ??????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
???????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????...... Burglars can't be
choosers?????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????

A group of men rape an intoxicated fifteen year old girl to "make a woman of her." An immigrant woman is raped after accepting a
ride from a stranger. A young mother is accosted after a neighbor escorts her home. In another case, a college frat party is the
scene of the crime. Although these incidents appear similar to accounts one can read in the newspapers almost any day in the
United States, only the last one occurred in this century. Each, however, involved a woman or girl compelled to have sex against
her will. Sex without Consent explores the experience, prosecution, and meaning of rape in American history from the time of the
early contact between Europeans and Native Americans to the present. By exploring what rape meant in particular times and
places in American history, from interracial encounters due to colonization and slavery to rape on contemporary college
campuses, the contributors add to our understanding of crime and punishment, as well as to gender relations, gender roles, and
sexual politics.
In the USA Today–bestselling author’s “addictive second Karen Vail thriller,” the FBI profiler tracks a serial killer through
California wine country (Publishers Weekly). In this follow-up to the standout bestseller The 7th Victim, Karen Vail ventures to
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Napa Valley, where a serial killer has been crushing his victims’ windpipes and leaving their bodies in caves. But when the Crush
Killer learns that an FBI profiler has joined the Major Crimes Task Force, the newfound attention emboldens him, and he sets in
motion a plan that wreaks havoc on the town—as well as the task force. Although a sudden break in the case helps Vail zero in on
the identity of the killer, she senses that something isn’t right. If she doesn’t figure it out in time, the consequences will be dire. In
a rousing climax that leaves readers breathless, and which Publishers Weekly termed a “shockeroo ending,” Vail must pick up the
pieces—and clean up the carnage left behind by the Crush Killer. Meticulously researched during years of work with the FBI’s
Behavioral Analysis Unit, this high-velocity thriller from national bestselling author Alan Jacobson features the kind of edge-of-yourseat ending that inspired Nelson DeMille to call Jacobson “a hell of a writer.” Crush is the first installment of a two-part story that
concludes with Velocity, book three in the Karen Vail Series.
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Sam must decide how to spend the lucky money he's received for Chinese New Year.
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????????????? ????????????????????? ——Holly Y ?????????????????????????????? ——Katya Taylor
???????????????????????????????? ——Amazonian ??? ????(??)
Traditional Chinese edition of Stillhouse Lake
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????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????? ?????
Agent Karen Vail has the opportunity to work on catching a serial killer she'd encountered once before when she was new to the NYPD. That
case has haunted her for the past twenty years and she hopes she now has the skills, as an FBI profiler, to find and stop the murderer.
?????:????
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